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At the end of this talk, engaged learners will…

Objectives:
1. Recognize the role of aligning one’s values to 

professional fulfillment
2. Relate to common struggles in academic emergency 

medicine
3. Discover the role of self-compassion in showing up with 

authenticity 
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“Between stimulus 
and response 
there is a 
space. In that 
space is our 
power to choose 
our response. In 
our response lies 
our growth and 
our freedom.”
– Viktor Frankl
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https://blogs.bmj.com/bmjleader/2021/03/24/creating-tomorrow-today-seven-simple-rules-for-leaders-blog-three-root-our-transformation-
efforts-in-a-sense-of-belonging-by-helen-bevan-and-goran-henriks/
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#whatdoctorslooklike
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#iAMhuman





#whatdoctorslooklike









Fail fast, 
Fail often



false fail



Feel the 
feel,

then take 
the wheel. 

-- oprah
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the power of attitude
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growth mindset
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It. Goes. By. So. Fast.



https://wellmd.stanford.edu/human.html#iAMhuman



#iAMhuman



#doctorsarehumanstoo
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The privilege of a lifetime 
is being who you are. 

– joseph campbell 



showing up as myself + alignment = 

#bestjobever



??? >>> @alvarezzzy on Twitter

Thank You



Call to action…HMW [how might we]
ASK YOURSELF: 
What is the 1% you WOULD DO or NOT 
DO to show up authentically aligned with 
your own core values the next time you 
work? [xyz]

NEXT: 
Add this to your calendar as…

"In the past week, did I do my best to 
[xyz]?"

(and if you’re feeling bold,  make it recurring monthly)


